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**Title of programme**
MSc Law and Finance

**Brief note about nature of change:**
Replace two core finance courses with a single course and introduction of an option (in line with MBA/EMBA changes already approved)

**Effective date**
For students starting from MT 2014
For first examination from 2014-15

**Location of change**
Examination Regulations 2013

**Detail of change**

1. P735, delete l.24-25 and insert:
   
   ‘either two law electives from Schedule B, or one law elective from Schedule B and an individual dissertation, or one elective from Schedule B and the Corporate Valuation course plus one further elective from Schedule C, as prescribed for the Master in Business Administration or Master of Science in Financial Economics.’

2. P735, l.35 insert:
   
   ‘5. With the consent of the MLF Academic Director, candidates may offer as an alternative to one or both electives from Schedule C, one or more courses from the list...’
of electives prescribed for the Master in Business Administration or Master of Science in Financial Economics which are not already listed in Schedule C.

3. P735, l.35 delete ‘5.’ and insert ‘6.’
4. P735, l.37 delete ‘6.’ and insert ‘7.’
5. P735, l.46 delete ‘7.’ and insert ‘8.’
6. P736, l.1 delete ‘8.’ and insert ‘9.’
7. P736, l.2 delete ‘9.’ and insert ‘10.’
8. P736, l.7 delete ‘Finance I’ and insert ‘Finance’
9. P736, delete l.8
10. P736, after l.23 insert:

‘Schedule C

Corporate Valuation

Asset Management

Capital Raising and Finance

Cases in Finance and Investment

Entrepreneurial Finance

Mergers, Acquisitions and Restructuring

Private Equity’

Explanatory Notes

1-2. Introduction of an option by which students can take two MBA/MFE finance electives in place of one law elective

3-7. Renumbering of paragraphs

8-9. Replacement of two core finance courses with a single course

10. Addition of MBA/MFE electives